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PETER J. M. NAS AND WIL J. M. PRINS

HOUSE, CULTURE AND DEVELOPMENT

Generally the word house is associated with a building, a material
construction, providing or intended to provide shelter. A large part of
anthropological and sociological literature on the house is linked to this
meaning. An abundance of descriptions of particular houses and types of
houses from all over the world can be found dealing with the lay-out of
house and plot, construction materials and techniques, architecture,
ornaments and furniture. These studies tend to give an impression of
overwhelming variety, which is often strengthened by meticulous atten-
tion to detail (see for example Oliver 1971, 1975). The classification of
this diversity of building structures is probably not feasible, although
dimensions for classification have been suggested, such as permanent -
temporary, differentiated — homogeneous and communal — noncom-
munal (Altman andChemers 1980 : 157-161).

The word house, however, is also used in other ways referring to a
home (not necessarily related to a particular building), a family (espe-
cially a noble or illustrious one), a commercial establishment and a
legislative body. From this angle the house is considered a focal socio-
cultural entity with a high degree of intimacy and vital economic and
ideological (political, juridical, religious) functions. These functions,
however, can also be exercised largely within more public physical and
social conditions, for example in court or in the church, separated from
the house as a focal and intimate socio-cultural entity.

From the viewpoint of the house as an anthropological concept, the
literature is quite restricted and most anthropological review works do
not even incorporate a concept of house. Levi-Strauss (1984) coined the
concept as it is used in 'noble house', for example. He defines it as a
particular type of social structure which is a 'personne morale detentrice
d'un domaine, qui se perpetue par transmission de son nom, de sa
fortune et de ses titres en ligne reelle ou fictive, tenue pour legitime a la
seule condition que cette continuity puisse s'exprimer dan le langage de
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House, Culture and Development 115

la parente ou de l'alliance, et, le plus souvent, des deux ensemble'
(Levi-Strauss 1984:190). In societies 'with houses', tensions or conflicts
between rival houses can generally be observed. When these have been
neutralised, as in the case of some African societies, these houses
according to Levi-Strauss tend to assume the appearance of 'anti-
houses', which most probably refers to the fact that they are stripped of
one of their core characteristics. Locher (1985) also works in this direc-
tion in his effort to integrate the concept of house in political anthropolo-
gy. Max Weber (1964:277) too leaves the aspect of material house aside
when writing on the 'Hausgemeinschaft', which is mainly an economic
community and basic model for wider societal structures of authority
and cooperation. Contrary to these approaches of Levi-Strauss and
Weber, however, we think it valuable to retain the link with the material
aspect of the dwelling and use it in a wider sense. We will analyse the
house starting from the proposition that it is a total phenomenon incor-
porating all sorts of aspects, of which in particular the material, socio-
cultural and economic ones have to be distinguished. They are of para-
mount importance for our analysis of house, culture and development.

The house is generally perceived as static, as a finished product. In its
material aspect, for example, a completed building impresses the mind.
However, the house should be considered as a process, an ongoing
activity of creating shelter, of being housed, of housing. The material
product is the result of the construction process, and even this product is
liable to persistent changes of decay, maintenance and rebuilding. This is
the more so when the house is seen in its anthropological meaning, its
reality being a social construct in process which incorporates creating
and being, construction and habitation.

Using the concept of house in a dynamic way within the domain of
culture requires a concept for dealing with the diversity of houses. The
variety of the house in relation to life-styles in different traditional
cultures and modern urbanised societies can probably be tackled best
with the help of the concept of habitation-style. Let us explain this.
Within the context of culture, people think and act in an organised way.
Their behaviour is controlled by cognitive and normative patterns which
are more or less generally accepted. These 'ideal' patterns reduce possi-
bilities of behaviour and imply preferences. The resulting, largely struc-
tured pattern of behaviour and its symbolic expressions, which are the
bearers of particular meanings, we call a life-style. Rapoport (1980a)
points to the systematic reduction of choices effectuated by the cultural
process. He conceptualises life-styles in a slightly different way as 'the
ways in which people characteristically make choices about how to
behave, what roles to play and how to allocate resources' (Rapoport
1980a:290). Nas and Van der Sande (1985) describe two functions of a
coherent life-style. It is a potent source of confidence because of the
creation of a more predictable environment and it is used as a communi-
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cation strategy, i.e. a more or less conscious presentation of oneself as
part of a whole.

A cognitive and normative pattern with regard to the house leads to
the 'ideal' house, i.e. a conceptual scheme about how the house should
be. In this way, choices for construction, lay-out and use of the house are
restricted. In analogy with life-style, a style of habitation is formed. We
define style of habitation as a largely structured pattern of behaviour with
regard to the construction, lay-out and use of the house, and the character-
istic social composition as well as cognitive and normative frames of
reference and symbolic expressions associated with it. Style of habitation
in accordance with life-style is related to confidence and feeling at ease
on the one hand, and to a communication strategy expressing status on
the other hand.

Our analysis of house and culture proceeds on three levels. The first
contains the often implicit structural principles of ordering the house;
the cognitive scheme of the 'ideal' house. The second level deals with the
values and norms related to the house and its use; the normative 'ideal'
house. Besides these cognitive and normative levels, a third level con-
cerns the social composition of the households living in the house. These
levels may be distinguished from each other for the sake of analysis, but
should not be separated. Moreover, they have to be put in the perspec-
tive of social change and development. The stress laid on culture and
development does not imply that other factors such as climate and
construction materials and techniques are less important for the under-
standing of the house. In this article, however, they are not incorporated
because they are considered a topic for research in their own right.

The cognitive level
It is extremely difficult to describe by means of observation where all the
objects in the house are situated and where various activities take place.
Things or activities will be quite easily forgotten when the underlying
structure or system is not known. Let us present an illustration of such a
cognitive structure in relation to the Berber house, which is well docu-
mented by Bourdieu (1973). Here we are dealing with quite a complex
underlying structure and we are forced to restrict ourselves to the broad
outlines. The Berber house is organised according to a number of
oppositions such as fire : water; cooked : raw; high : low; light: shadow;
day : night; male : female; culture : nature. These oppositions can be
partly traced in the lay-out of the house. The left part of the house (the
stable), for example, is situated lower than the right part. 'The dark and
nocturnal, lower "part of the house, place of objects that are moist, green
or raw - jars of water placed on benches in various parts of the entrance
to the stable or against the wall of darkness, wood and green fodder -
natural place also of beings - oxen and cows, donkeys and mules - and
place of natural activities - sleep, the sexual act, giving birth - and the
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place also of death, is opposed, as nature is to culture, to the light-filled,
noble, upper part of the house: this is the place of human beings and, in
particular, of the guest; it is the place of fire and of objects created by fire
— lamp, kitchen utensils, rifle - the symbol of the male point of honour
(ennif) and the protector of female honour (horma) - and it is the place
of the weaving-loom - the symbol of all protection; and it is also the
place of the two specifically cultural activities that are carried out in the
space of the house: cooking and weaving' (Bourdieu 1973:99). These
symbolic meanings at the structural level are, of course, related to the
actual behaviour of the habitation-style. For example, a guest is hon-
oured by being offered a seat near the weaving-loom in the upper part of
the house facing east. The association of the females with the house is of
particular importance. They pass most of the time indoors. The men, in
contrast, are more or less kept outside. They often sleep outside, and
after sunrise they must be in the fields, the assembly house or the
courtyard.

Turton (1978:125) for northern Thailand also stresses that symbolic
structures of the habitation-style define and regulate relations among
household members with regard to age, sex, generation, affinity and
descent, and even between members and non-members of the house-
hold. Tambiah (1973) refers to the existence of taboos in this context,
for example on going through the doorway of the parents-in-law's
sleeping room.

Rituals practised during the construction of the house and installation
of the owners or occupiers also have to be interpreted as parts of the
symbolic structure of the habitation-style, expressing the micro-cosmos.
Turton (1978:117) describes in some detail the planting of the house
posts, which involves offerings for the regents of the four corners of the
world, the ruler of the heavenly kingdom and the goddess of the earth.
All the four principal elements, water, air, earth and fire, are used in the
rites executed upon the occupation of the house, which are mainly
directed against all evil and towards the blessing of the new occupants.

These examples elucidate the concordance between the general
symbolic system and the habitation-style or the house in its anthropo-
logical sense combining material, structural, behavioural and other
aspects. The house can be considered as a model of the cosmos and as a
medium for transmitting this cosmological system from one generation
to the other. However, besides being a reflection of the cosmos, it also is
part of it.

These examples could easily be supplemented by many others, such as
Cunningham (1964) on the Atoni, Ohnuki-Tierney (1972) on the Ainu,
Littlejohn (1967) on the Temne and Cuisenier (1970) on the Turks.
This, however, would hardly further our argument. Besides studies of
the house as a micro-cosmos, various types of descriptions of symbolic
concordance between local, regional or universal symbolic systems can
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be found. Although variations, probably originating from structural
transformation, do point to changes in symbolic systems, the static
character of most of such studies is remarkable. Generally, elaborate
symbolic systems are presented in an almost reified way, and hardly any
mention is made of inconsistencies within a system, contradictions
within and between systems or defects. We are clearly dealing with quite
artificial researchers' constructs which raise many questions. How is the
diffusion of housing types related to these symbolic systems? What do
traditional people experience when they move into a modern Western-
style house in the big city and have to change their habitation-style? Is
the traditional symbolic system maintained in such a case and the new
spatial, material and social environment interpreted with the help of the
old concepts? Or is it possible to distinguish several layers of conscious-
ness which are used according to the situation? And does this create
tensions or not? The static and artificial character of the results of this
type of research has to be abandoned in order to realise a more appro-
priate, dynamic picture of the symbolic aspects. Only then can this aspect
of the house be analysed adequately in relation to development. It is not
the reified, static model that is most illuminating in this respect, but
contradiction and even disorder. As Ellen (1986:4) writes: 'What is
most interesting about houses is that they not merely express order (as
they may certainly do), but that the orders may be of various kinds,
understood in different ways by different people on different occasions'.
However, there is more at stake than the avoidance of the reductionist
fallacy as formulated by Ellen. In our opinion there is an urgent need to
direct the research programmes on symbolic structures in general, and
those on the house in particular, into a new channel by putting them into
a perspective of change and development. In a more complexly built
environment, symbolic systems seem to be expressed to a lesser extent in
the house. Specialised buildings and structures with symbolic meanings
have developed, such as churches, skyscrapers and monuments. There-
fore, when analysing the cognitive level of the house, the whole built-up
environment should be taken into account. In the context of Western
societies, both the house and the construction process are generally
disengaged from cosmic and ritual connotations, with perhaps the laying
of the first brick and the planting of the flag, together with the drinking of
beer when the highest point has been reached, remaining as faint echoes.
The consequences of secularisation, the mixing of cultures, the growth of
cultural diversity and the restricted consensus with regard to values and
norms in urban societies have to be evaluated in order to elaborate
fundamentally on the house as an anthropological concept.

The normative level
Although basic cognitive structures do regulate the social relationships
in the house, the level of concrete values and norms directing activities
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and behaviour should be considered in its own right. All sorts of activi-
ties in the house may be involved. Systematic cross-cultural research of
these activities could be a way of tackling this. However, these activities
and the related norms and values can be basically reduced to the opposi-
tion between private and public, which is expressed by a gradation of
privacy values of the different parts of the house. Often the boundaries
between privacy areas are marked. The bell-push at the front door is an
example found in many Dutch city houses. However, in rural farm-
houses one often does not find a bell-push, and this causes the urbanite
entering through the stables feelings of discomfort. Exactly these feel-
ings indicate deviations from what is felt as normal, deviations from the
cultural values as expressed in the 'ideal' or normal house. Another
example is the Dutch window, which marks the boundary between
public and private in a quite unique way. The Dutch generally exten-
sively decorate this enormous pane of glass in the front of the house with
a plethora of flowers, plants, small ornaments and hanging objects,
which demand a daily ritual of care. At night some people close the
curtains, but the majority keep them open by tradition. A nearly-trans-
parent net-curtain, however, is most characteristic for this window, and
clearly marks the difference between inside and outside. People cati
easily look through it to the interior and see the decorations, furniture
and persons, all supposedly making a cosy impression. It is not proper,
however, to do this in such a way as to be noticeable to the inhabitants,
for that would be seen as a violation of their privacy (see also Vera n.d.).
It will be clear that architects have often violated values and norms
regarding privacy, for example by introducing the open kitchen, and the
open toilet in the bathroom. The Dutch middle-class house is generally
characterised, however, by a gradation between private and public with
divisions between outside and inside, front room and back room, living
room and kitchen, and downstairs and upstairs^ or public : private ::
front : back :: low : high. The distinction between public and private is
not absolute, but depends on the categories of people involved. The
more private the character of a room, however, the smaller the group of
people allowed to enter and the more intimate the social relationship.

The standard or 'ideal' house is also found in other cultures. In
Dakar's satellite city, Dagoudane Pikine (Senegal), the urban scene is
dominated by the so-called 'maison type'. This house is also character-
ised by a hierarchy of spaces according to privacy. The bedroom is the
most intimate of these, the domain of married adults where only very
close friends are received. This room has a door to the courtyard which is
closed by a curtain when this door is open. The living room also leads to
the courtyard, but is more inviting because of the wider doorway. The
courtyard is the most public space of the house, where guests make
themselves known and are received. This courtyard has to be spacious
and neat, inviting but also private. And this leads us to the two rules
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governing the creation of the appropriate degree of intimacy in this
Senegalese house. The lay-out of the house has to guarantee the possibi-
lity of communication with the outside, for the inhabitants like to know
what is happening in the street, and the women, while sewing or washing,
want to talk with other women who pass by. However, the same woman
who is continuously taking part in public or semi-public life is also afraid
of the evil eye. In particular, eating, cooking and the ingredients of the
meals have to be kept away from the glances of others, because these
could cause misfortune. Therefore, the best site in the courtyard to work
is behind the gate, where nobody can be reached by the glances of a
passer-by (Bijl 1974,1:9.10-9.13).

Extreme situations often clarify behavioural norms. Muller (1984)
describes solutions for privacy in one-room houses, where a curtain is
used to divide the space into two sections and children who have reached
puberty pass the night in the house of a neighbour in order to separate
them from their parents' private domain. Because the kitchen is usually
considered the domain of one woman and her family, sharing a kitchen
with a complete stranger is almost impossible, and one of the parties
generally prefers to cook in her own room sitting with her back towards
the other persons present, creating symbolic distance by ignoring them.
Physical environment and distance clearly are subject to cultural inter-
pretation; objective physical space is manipulated by the cultural and
perceptual meaning assigned to it (Michelson, cited by Muller 1984).
Privacy in its core meaning regards the organisation of communication in
which physical environment may play a part by incorporation within the
cultural codes concerned. It means 'control of unwanted interaction with
other people' (Rapoport 1980a:296). In the South Asian case of purdah
(literally, curtain), the norms concerning the seclusion of women are
deeply rooted in the concept of pollution, which is supposed to be the
core of the cognitive scheme of the caste system (Papanek 1973).

It is very difficult to discern trends with regard to privacy in the house.
Perhaps it is particularly in Westernized societies and strata that an
inclination to reduce privacy in the house is to be found. On the other
hand, the stronger the public sphere, for example in the cities, the more
people tend to develop new means and rules to protect their intimate life
from intruders. Anyway, studies on this aspect of the habitation-style are
rather scarce, and the level of norms and values deserves much more
systematic attention than it has received up to now. Existing research
does not provide enough data to describe general or specific trends, and
it is not clear at all - anecdotes aside - which problems occur when new
and different houses are adopted, forced or otherwise.

The household level
The concept of house is closely related to that of household. However,
the two concepts cannot be used as synonyms, as in many African
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villages a household resides in a number of huts which together make up
their house. On the other hand, one building, such as the longhouse,
which is found among North American Indians as well as in Southeast
Asia, may be occupied by a number of independent, though related,
households (Altman and Chemers 1980:173; Duly 1979).

In some cases the size and the composition of the household are
clearly reflected in the physical lay-out of the dwelling. Van Beek (1978)
provides an example. The Kapsiki, who live in the mountainous regions
of northern Cameroon and in the north-east of Nigeria, consider the
compound as their most important social and territorial unit. The
Kapsiki household consists of a man with one or several wives, their
unmarried children and sometimes other relatives such as a brother or
parents. Their compound consists of a number of huts surrounded by a
wall. The forecourt and the entrance hut, which give access to the
compound, mark the border between public and private areas. One side
of the compound belongs to the men. Here the personal hut of the head
of the household, his granaries, brewery and the huts of his sons are
located. On the other side we find the huts of the women, with their
kitchens and granaries. Changes in the composition of the household
often imply the erection of new huts or the decay of obsolete ones.
According to Van Beek, changes in household composition occur regu-
larly, not only because of deaths and births but also because of the
instability of Kapsiki marriages.

Fortes (1958:4-5) considers the changes that take place in the compo-
sition of a domestic group as a cyclical process consisting of three phases
which partly overlap. First there is the expansion of the household when
marriage takes place and children are born. Then fission occurs, when
the children get married. In the last phase of succession, the younger
generation takes over the position of their parents in the social structure
of the family. It ends with the death of the parents. Schwerdtfeger's
(1971, 1982) studies of the social composition of the household in three
African towns provide an excellent example of this process. It must be
stressed that in Fortes's view new individuals arrive to occupy already
established roles. In our opinion, this leaves too little room for changes
in the social structure of the household.

In recent years, and especially in urban areas, important changes have
been taking place in the traditional patterns of household composition.
Although it is a risky undertaking to indicate overall trends, there is
some evidence of a general reduction in the household size towards the
nuclear family as the prime residential unit. Some authors (Gutkind
1974:106; Goode 1966:188-191) suggest that the nuclear family is
better suited to the needs of industrialised society, these needs including
individual achievement and mobility. Nonetheless, extended families
and co-residential groups maintain important adaptive functions
(Eames and Goode 1977:153-157). But reduction may go even further,
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as is the case in most Western countries. In The Netherlands nowadays
the number of households consisting of only one member is rapidly
increasing (Grunfeld 1984:42-44). These developments have led to a
greater and more diversified demand for housing, especially for smaller
units.

So far we have dealt with habitation-styles pertaining to a group of
residents mainly structured by kinship ties. In the urban setting, habita-
tion-styles have developed in which the individual households are no
longer selected on the basis of kinship. Instead, socio-economic status
has become an important criterion. Hancock (1980) illustrates this
clearly in his account of the origin and development of the apartment
house in the United States. The oldest apartment houses were built for
rich families who, by being housed separately in the most attractive parts
of the city, could elevate themselves above the working class. These
apartment houses were spacious and luxurious, and included entrance
lobbies and quarters, for the servants. Later, apartment housing for
middle-class people developed, as well as subsidised apartments for the
lower classes. These buildings are composed of compact units and are
situated in middle- and lower-class residential areas. According to
Hancock, however, the common feature of all types of apartment houses
is that they express some kind of social segmentation, although different
types of apartments may house different social categories. Nowadays
apartment dwellers in urban America have in common that they are in a
state of transience, which represents a certain phase in the life cycle, and
that they generally belong to lower and middle income groups. Apart-
ment housing has now spread all over the world. An important feature is
that in the vast majority of cases the apartments are rented. Rented
housing, which is now frequent especially in cities, is an important
phenomenon in that it separates the occupancy of a house from owner-
ship. Renting itself, which is not limited to apartments, is generally
considered a transitional phase, suited to those who are not yet able or
willing to obtain ownership. It has therefore become a major habitation-
style for the lower income groups in the rapidly growing cities of the
developing countries.

Development and change
Development is generally perceived as social change implying better life,
or emancipation of large categories of people or even of societies as a
whole. Following Galjart (1986), however, we see development as ideals
striven for. It is a normative concept concerning the efforts to reach
growth of production, knowledge and control over society, and more
equal distribution of income, knowledge and power. The consequence of
all the partly contradictory, even conflicting, development or nondevel-
opment directed efforts for the interactions of people are called social
change. This may show a particular pattern. The development ideals
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striven for in relation to the house are (1) the growth and more equal
distribution of houses to fulfil the needs of a rapidly growing urban
population, (2) the strengthening of control with regard to the planning
of housing in general and of habitation-styles for the poor in particular,
and (3) the design and construction of houses in accordance with
minimal physical and cultural standards.

The process of urbanisation occurring in most developing countries
provides a good opportunity to illustrate the difference between devel-
opment and social change in relation to the house. The development
goals of stimulating industrialisation and raising the productivity of
agriculture have resulted in unintended and excessive growth of the
cities in many countries of Latin America, Asia and, as yet to a lesser
extent, Africa. Lured by expectations of finding work and better living
conditions, people started migrating to the cities. However, because
especially the poor and unskilled (in terms of urban employment)
migrate to the cities, these expectations are often not fulfilled. This
ongoing migration process, aggravated by increasing natural growth,
confronts the expanding cities with a number of problems, of which
housing shortage is one of the most eye-catching features. For the lowest
income groups there are basically two housing options, namely, renting
one or two rooms in the inner city slum areas or establishing themselves
in illegal squatter settlements, by renting or building their own accom-
modation. The slum areas consist of existing buildings legally construc-
ted in the older parts of the city. These are usually in a bad state of repair
and house a number of families. An extensive process of subdivision has
taken place. In the Suritolaslum area of Dacca, for instance, about 40%
of the buildings were subdivided into cubicles without windows or venti-
lation (UNCHS 1982:134). In the often illegal squatter areas, shacks are
built from second-hand materials such as galvanised iron sheets, wooden
crates, plastic sheets, flattened tin cans, beer crates and old wood. In
both slum and squatter areas, infrastructural services like clean drinking
water and sewerage are absent or inadequate, which creates unhealthy
conditions. In these extreme situations the characteristics of the house
are mainly determined by economic factors, such as the availability of a
piece of land and v/hatever building material may be around. Where the
situation is somewhat less strained, however, new styles of habitation
develop in the urban areas, such as the Swahili house, as described by De
Bruijn (1985). This Swahili house has become the current type in both
legal and illegal parts of Dar es Salaam. Although its name suggests
otherwise, it is not related to traditional rural housing. It consists of a
central corridor with two to four rooms on both sides. It is usually built
by a private developer and let out to individuals or families. The house is
built in stages, starting with a single row of rooms. This habitation-style
is adapted to the urban environment in that separate rooms can be easily
let out and new rooms can be added at the rear.
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At first, housing per se was not considered a separate development
goal by national authorities. As long as slums and squatter settlements
were limited to peripheral areas, they were neglected. The housing issue
was expected to solve itself when economic growth had been realised. In
the city centres, programmes of slum clearance were soon issued, under
which slums and squatter settlements were demolished and their in-
habitants were thrown out of the city or, when lucky, rehoused in
relocation schemes. These were the first steps towards the development
of a housing policy. The development goals consisted of increasing the
production of relatively high-standard houses built by, or with large
subsidies from, governmental agencies. This resulted in high-rise apart-
ment buildings and other types of low-income housing, an approach
borrowed from the West. Although in West European countries the
urbanisation process occurred at a slower rate and the population
growth kept more in pace with industrial development (e.g. by emigra-
tion), densely populated slum areas with unhealthy living conditions also
arose. A policy of laissez-faire proved to be inadequate, and by the turn
of the century the first elements of a housing policy had developed. In
The Netherlands in 1901 the Housing Law (Woningwet) was issued,
providing a framework for housing standards and government subsidies.
After the Second World War, impressive housing schemes were set up to
reconstruct damaged areas, and from the sixties onwards to meet a
rapidly growing demand. House building in this period was character-
ised by government subsidies, industrialised production and standard-
isation of house types (Nelissen 1974). From the seventies onwards,
rehabilitation of inner city areas has become a major policy issue. Except
for a few cases with high economic growth rates and very limited space
available, such as the city-states of Hong Kong and Singapore, these
solutions have proved to be unsuccessful in developing countries. Not
only were these projects too expensive, they also did not fit the cultural,
social and economic needs of the low income groups. When in Caracas
people from spontaneous settlements were rehoused in apartment buil-
dings, it was not realised that they were mainly migrants of rural origin.
Even in the spontaneous settlements, they were used to living at rela-
tively low densities with a piece of land and some livestock. The sudden
and forced transformation to apartment dwelling resulted in the keeping
of chickens and goats on the seventh floor and the use of defective
elevators as a toilet. Moreover, because the migrants were a heteroge-
neous group, a lack of community organisation resulted in a situation
where no one felt responsible for upkeep and maintenance (Dwyer
1975). In many instances, housing was built far from places where
employment could be obtained. Also, the design and the material used in
low-cost housing may cause feelings of discomfort, as Rubbo (1977:
219) reports from Colombia: 'We feel very vulnerable because the
houses are open on all sides. We don't like the concrete blocks: they
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must be very weak because they are hollow. Besides you can't put a nail
in them to hang things on the wall.' Other examples show a rather naive
attempt to integrate traditional cultural elements into low-cost housing
projects. In an example in the Sudan (Cain et al. 1974), round houses
were built of bricks and fitted with a conical roof. In shape the houses
resembled traditional huts but they did not in any way fit in with the
traditional habitation-style. The compound, consisting of separate huts
for men and women, granaries, etc., was replaced by a single round
house with a fenced yard, built in rows. In this way the link between the
house and household composition had vanished. Because of the use of
bricks and the omission of the overhanging roof, the houses were less
well adapted to the hot climate. Moreover, the use of bricks and cement
raised the building costs considerably.

As a result of the failure of the low-cost housing approach, a new type
of housing policy gradually developed, in which the house itself was no
longer the central issue. In these self-help approaches, such as slum
upgrading and sites-and-services, the role of the government was to
provide building sites, technical infrastructure such as drinking water,
drainage, roads and sewerage, some social services and a general posi-
tive climate to encourage people to build or improve their own houses.
This new trend in policy was highly influenced by the ideas of the British
architect John Turner. His emphasis on housing as a process instead of a
product has broadened the housing issue by incorporating the entire
living environment. According to Turner (1972) this environment can-
not be judged by fixed standards. In different situations people put
different demands on their living environment depending on their socio-
economic characteristics. Turner distinguishes three types of basic func-
tions: location, especially nearness to place of employment, security of
tenure and quality of housing. According to their specific needs, people
attach different degrees of importance to each of these functions. The
migrant who has just arrived in the city will consider the location of his
dwelling most important, while a more established city-dweller will put
more emphasis on the security of tenure or the quality of the house.

In slum upgrading and sites-and-services, the actual improvement or
building of the house is left to the inhabitants, who can either perform
these tasks themselves or hire professionals. Self-help approaches tend
to give the inhabitants more possibilities for building in accordance with
their own priorities. The house can be constructed according to their
economic, social and cultural needs. However, strict building codes and
regulations, rising land prices and limited financial means lead to other
restrictions. Self-help approaches offer better possibilities for integra-
ting traditional architecture, materials and technology because they
usually require few specialised skills. Mutal, /or instance, stresses the
importance of stimulating the use of traditional building materials such
as adobe: 'The moment has come for house planners to stop praising
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these traditional building materials and start using them' (Mutal 1986:
113). The use of these materials, especially in urban areas, is hampered by
the fact that they are looked down upon by the authorities and the
construction sector, as well as by the inhabitants. For people do not prefer
a mudhouse to one made of bricks and cement. Moreover, Rapoport
(1980b) doubts whether these self-help approaches provide better op-
portunities for creating a satisfactory living environment. Because site
lay-out and infrastructure in projects are dictated from above, the possi-
bilities for the inhabitants to make their own choices are too limited. In
Rapoport's opinion, lay-out should not be determined by economic
principles (infrastructure) but should be based on the support of the
culture-specific life-style, leaving ample room for the particular style of
habitation. Although we agree with this point of view, we believe that the
economic constraints cannot be neglected and that some sort of equi-
librium should be striven for.

Culture and economy
If we consider the housing process in synchronic and diachronic perspec-
tive, some changes can be observed which partly stem from development
as a planned process and which partly occur in an overall process of social
change. One major trend seems to be the growing determination of the
house and the housing process by economic factors beyond the reach of
the household. This is not only reflected in current housing policies as
described above, but also in the process of specialisation that has taken
place in the housing process. Many authors (e.g. Rapoport 1969; Levin
1971; Charpentier 1982) describe the traditional rural housing process as
characterised by a low degree of specialisation and by a strong influence of
tradition. Traditionally the house was built by its owner, assisted by some
relatives, neighbours and sometimes a person with some special skills.
The design was not by an architect but, as Levin (1971:145) states, the
whole community acted as a 'generalised architect' by means of an un-
conscious design process which creates a culturally, socially and climati-
cally adapted house form. Traditional building, however, is more than
producing a house. Building together on a basis of reciprocity strengthens
mutual solidarity. House building is often accompanied by a feast for the
builders and with rituals concerning the status of its inhabitants. Influ-
enced by the spread of a capitalist economy, the building process has been
specialised and monetarised. Mutual help has been largely replaced by
paid labour from a specialised contractor (see e.g. Sannen 1986; Rubbo
1977). House form and lay-out are determined by a professional archi-
tect, and where owner-occupancy is no longer the rule, landlords and
building corporations have arisen. Within the process of specialisation,
the separation between design and use of the house seems particularly
important, because designers and usersNiave very different reactions to
the built-up environment. In consequence, Rapoport (1982) makes a
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distinction between designers' and users' meanings. Design, on the one
hand, is concerned with the process of creating differences which have
significance and meaning because of contrast effectuated. This approach
is mainly perceptual in character. Users, on the other hand, decode
meanings of elements by way of associations in the context of cultural
schemata and consistent use. Their approach is associational. It should
be clear that perceptual and associational meanings are not necessarily
congruent, so that problems of conflicting interpretation and evaluation
may occur. These problems of incongruence between design and use
form the core of the current problems of culture and development with
regard to the house. Especially so when, during the processes of societal
change and urbanisation, a great variety of life-styles is generated,
resulting in an abundance of habitation-styles. This augments the pro-
bability of incongruence between designers and users (compare for
further elaboration Nelissen 1974:288-303, Vogt 1978).

The following figure illustrates developments in the housing process:
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The house itself also undergoes changes in design, for example through
use of different building materials. In many instances traditional ma-
terials are being replaced by more durable ones, such as bricks, cement
and galvanised iron sheets. These materials have higher commercial
value and are therefore associated with higher social status. However,
the reverse may also be observed. For example, Haagensen (1982) on
Thailand points to the increasing use of bamboo in house building to
replace the more durable teakwood, which has gained commercial value.

Worldwide we can observe a trend towards more universality in
habitation-styles. Nowadays high-rise apartment buildings are found all
over the world, and the use of more uniform building materials tends to
make all dwellings look alike. Little research has been done on the
diffusion process. There are only a few superficial references (e.g.
Ohnuki-Tierney 1972:455; Archer 1971:53-54). One exception is
King's study on the bungalow. This house type, originating with Bengali
peasants, was adapted and adopted by the European community in
India, and from there spread to Britain and the rest of the world. King
(1984:8) describes the diffusion of the bungalow against the background
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of the expanding capitalist world economy, in which the bungalow style
of habitation represents an individual, consumer-oriented type of urban
development. In addition to diffusion, the house may evolve from histo-
rical, social and cultural changes taking place within societies. These
changes may be caused by autonomous changes, but may also be influ-
enced by diffusion of norms, values, cognitions and life-styles influen-
cing styles of habitation. Here again, little evidence is found in the
literature. Van Ussel (1971) gives a brief description of how social
change occurring in Western society from the sixteenth to the nineteenth
century created a need for a separate and private sleeping room. The
more diverse and more superficial social relationships asked for more
privacy, resulting, among other things, in a growing prudery. As soon as
the economic means were available, families and their servants and
visitors no longer slept together in the (living) room, but a separate
sleeping room developed. At first this room was open in character and
used by the owners as well as the servants, and even for receiving guests.
Later it was to lose this semi-public function and was secluded from the
outside by heavy curtains.

Conclusion
The house has a prominent place in sociological and anthropological
literature, but conceptually it has not been elaborated yet. Generally it is
used in a purely material sense, and sometimes in a restricted political-
anthropological sense. Frequently the house is analysed from the angle
of culture or development, but seldom - as in this article - is the focus
directed towards the house in the framework of the combination of these
two concepts. We use a broad concept of house, comprising the material,
cultural and economic aspects, and make a distinction between social
change and development. Development is considered a normative
concept implying particular ideals striven for. The consequences of
partly contradictory and conflicting efforts in the interactions of people
are seen as social change.

The broad definition of culture with regard to the house leads to the
distinction of three cultural levels: the cognitive, normative and house-
hold levels. Although the cognitive level appears to have been studied
extensively and systematically, the analyses generally are static and offer
only a limited insight into development and social change. The norma-
tive level has been treated poorly, in an anecdotal way. Studies on the
level of the household reveal some trends, in particular in relation to the
effects of monetarisation and renting for the house and household
composition.

The combination of house with culture and development has revealed
two types of approaches. One is the study of the relationship between
house form and culture, which deals with our three cultural levels of
habitation-style, particularly stressing the cognitive aspect. This
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approach tends to study societies in isolation, neglecting housing as a
social issue and its economic aspects. The other approach starts from
housing as a development problem and focuses on the economic aspects,
for example, land and finance for housing. In this approach the cultural
dimension and particularly the cognitive and normative levels are ne-
glected. To a certain extent, the difference in approach seems to corre-
spond with the critical turn in the housing trend caused by the incorpora-
tion of societies into the market and money economy. We feel that a
synthesis of the two approaches is important, because it would stimulate
research leading to new questions about the economic aspect of the
traditional house and about the cognitive and ritual aspects of the
modern house. A synthesis would shed more light on the relation
between culture and development in the field of housing. According to
Simson (1986), culture comprises elements of both tradition and
modernity. When thinking of development, it is the combination of these
two that matters: 'It is necessary to achieve a forward looking cultural
synthesis which includes traditional as well as modern elements, in other
words a new combination of cultural elements of different origin'
(Simson 1986:76). With regard to the house, the concept of style of
habitation may offer the potential for a real synthesis. We define this
concept as a largely structured pattern of behaviour with regard to the
construction, lay-out and use of the house, and the characteristic social
composition, as well as cognitive and normative frames of reference and
symbolic expressions associated with it.

The study of styles of habitation incorporates both the cultural and the
change or development aspects by means of three general approaches:
1. Research on the historical evolution of styles of habitation within

particular cultures, for example, caused by changes in norms and
values, changes in household composition and elaborations of cogni-
tive systems.

2. Investigation into the diffusion of styles of habitation related to
particular house forms, such as the flat, the bungalow, the farm.

3. Analysis of the policy regarding habitation-styles in Western and
non-Western countries.

These three approaches - each of them stressing culture and devel-
opment in a particular way - offer fruitful perspectives on the study of
the house in relation to culture and development combined. It should be
noted, however, that the practical synthesis striven for can only be
realised by the improvement of traditional house design, building
materials and technology, and by transforming traditional mutual help in
house building into forms of community development and housing
cooperatives. Research cannot be a substitute for action. Further
research is required on cultural problems of housing by directing atten-
tion, on the one hand, to situations in which the users do not feel at ease
in their housing environment because the habitation-style desired is
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blocked in some way and, on the other hand, to solutions for these
problems either by adaptation of the housing design (for example,
reconstruction of the house or moving house) or by adaptation of the
habitation-style.
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